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FastCalc 1.0 Turns iPhone into Easy, Intelligent Calculator
Published on 03/03/10
DifferentApps today released FastCalc 1.0 for iPhone and iPod touch users. FastCalc is an
intelligent calculator that's very easy to see and use. FastCalc allows for copy and
pasting of formulas while providing memory storage, expression display and accurate
calculating rules. Whereas a device with the dimensions of an iPhone has very small keys,
FastCalc's screen has only twelve large keys which are very easy to see and use. This
feature eliminates the frustration of hitting a wrong key.
Geneva, Switzerland - Announcing that DifferentApps, the developer of FastCalc, has
launched a brand new application guaranteed to make life easier for anyone who works with
figures. The app transforms an iPhone or iPod touch into an intelligent calculator that's
very easy to see and use. FastCalc allows for copy and pasting of formulas while providing
memory storage, expression display and accurate calculating rules.
FastCalc is new to the Apple lineup of app products, developed to overcome some of the
difficulties that small calculators typically pose, especially key size. Whereas a device
with the dimensions of an iPhone has very small keys, FastCalc's screen has only twelve
large keys which are very easy to see and use. This feature eliminates the frustration of
hitting a wrong key.
Using the app is a quick, simple matter of tapping or swiping the appropriate key, thanks
to the touchscreen controls. FastCalc's user interface turns symbols on or off to protect
users from syntax errors. The FastCalc app is not only efficient, it's accurate too. All
entered formulas respect the operations priority rule, so users can use parenthesis to
group their operations for accurate formulations. Expressions are displayed constantly, so
it's easy for a user to double check their equation.
This new application provides three different memory stores, which is appreciated by users
who perform repetitive calculations. They merely have to enter a formula once in order to
reuse it time and time again without retyping. Having a copy and paste feature is a big
plus for FastCalc. Formulas and results can be copied to the pasteboard and moved into
another application. If any of the copied expressions contain memories, the content goes
along with it.
Another function offered by FastCalc is the Last Answers (ANS) recall. The result of a
calculation is stored when the screen is cleared. If a user has forgotten to jot the
number down, they just need to check the app rather than having to do a recalculation. The
ANS is updated every time the user deletes a screen.
Features:
* Large, easy to see keys
* Easy, touchscreen controls
* 3 Memory storage areas
* Copy and paste screen content
* Constantly displays formula in use
* Follows operations priority rules
* Stores last answer each time the screen is cleared
* Fast and efficient
* Beautiful user interface
* The DifferentApps website provides lots of user information
FastCalc is ideal for students and people in business who are interested in efficient
accuracy. The app's large keys, memory storage and copy/paste features just make life that
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much easier.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone and iPod touch
* Requires iPhone OS 3.0 or later
* 0.2 MB
Pricing and Availability:
FastCalc 1.0 is only $2.99 (USD) and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store
in the Productivity category. Promo codes are available for qualified reviewers. Please
specify the website or blog you represent when making your request.
FastCalc 1.0:
http://www.differentapps.com/
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/ch/app/fastcalc/id350419994?mt=8
Demonstration Video:
http://www.youtube.com/user/DifferentApps#p/u/6/Fy12CsK-alU
Screenshots:
http://www.differentapps.com/Screenshots.html

DifferentApps is a Switzerland based company with a background in measurement electronics.
Their goal in creating FastCalc was to provide a helpful, easy to see and use calculator
with built-in memory and intelligence. Naturally, accuracy is of utmost importance and the
DifferentApps expertise has ensured that FastCalc follows proper math rules. Copyright (C)
2010 Mobile-App-Marketing-Makeover & Edward Turner. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple
logo, iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries.
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